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1-800-233-0165
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PA Only By 50%

Preparing a seedbed used to take a lot of time, a lot of fuel, and a lot of money.
But now there’s a smarter way to get the job done with a Krause Landsman. It’s a

unique tillage implement that discs, incorporates chemicals (either deep or shallow),
cultivates, and finishes all at once to prepare your seedbeds with justone pass.

Built with heavy-dutyfeatures like these:
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Choice of two culti-
vator shanks, both
offering 25” of clear-
ance under frame...
Spring-cushioned
shanks have rear-
mounted shock and
come with 10”

I sweeps. Heavy-duty
“K-Tine™” shanks feature a high point load
to keep sweeps level and still provide
aggressivemixing action.
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Walking tandem
wheels flex over
obstacles individually
and follow contour of
the land for uniform
workingdepth.

Staggered only 18” so you can maketight
turns without harmful side loading. Regrease-
ablebearings.
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THE LANDSMAN

An Implement That Can
Cut Time And Labor Costs
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Non-Folding Models -12 ft. to 15 ft. Folding Flex Wing Models -18 ft. to 36 ft.

Massive hitch is an
WjOf extra-heavy design,
f proven onKrause

disc harrows. It is
Sr spring-cushionedto

reduce frame stress
on uneven ground a feature most competi-
tors don’t offer. Built from heavy4”x6” steel
tubing.

Wide incorporation
area is provided in
the 42” space
between discgang
and front row of field
cultivatorShanks.
Lots of room for

mounting herbicideequipment. Flexible
rubber spray shieldsare optional for high-
speed application.
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